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1. The Kuhn-Tucker theorem [7] relates a nonlinear concave Programming 
with the saddle-point problem of its Lagrangian, assuming the differentiability 
of functions concerned. Uzawa [10] established the equivalence of these two 
problems without requiring differentiability. There have appeared two lines 
of extensions of these results: one replacing concavity by quasi-concavity or 
pseudo-concavity (Arrow and Enthoven[l], Mangasarian[8, 9]) and the other 
extending the results into abstract linear spaces (Hurwicz [6]). Guignard 
[5] is concerned with both lines of generalization. In the literature, quasi-
concave programming has been considered under differentiability assumptions, 
and so the results obtained so far are not entirely of a global nature. 
In this note, we deal with a class of quasi-concave programming 
problems without assuming differentiability. In this respect our proposititions 
below seem new and may be of some interest. It is noted that what we 
are going to show is an example of "Reduction of Constrained Maxima to 
Saddle-Point Problems" (Arrow and Hurwicz [2]). 
2. We use the following notation. 
Rn: n-dimensional Euclidean space. 
R~: nonnegative orthant of Rn. 
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/(x): continuous quasi-concave function on Rェ
g(x): m-dimensional vector-valued function on R+ into Rm, i. e., 
(g1 (x),…，gm(x)) , each gi being concave. 
A(x*): set {x!/(x)~f(x *), xE:R!i-} for a given x* in R7t-. 
B: set ｛叫 g(x)~O,xE:R+}.
For vector comparison we use the conventonal notation (See[3, p. 23]). For 
the sake of simplicity, the she same symbol will be used both for a column 
vector and for its transpose, the meaning being clear from the context. 
Now consider the following problem: 
(P) Maximixe f(x) subject to xピR+and g(x)~o. 
To examine this problem, we make the following assumptions. 
Al: There exists an x in R+ such that g(x)>O. 
A2: f(x) is non-decreasing and f(x!)<f(xりforany two vectors in R+ 
such thatぶ <x見
Then formulate the following modified saddle-point problem: 
(MS) Find a triplet of vectors (x",y¥pa) such that x0巴R+,Yて R門，
poピR+,P玉o,
がx~p0x0 for x巳A(x0), (1) 
poxs;がx0for xE:B, and (2) 
pな＋炉g(x)s;poxo + yo g(xo)s;pox0+yg(x0) for al xピR+
and yE:R四．（3,)
:1. We can show 
THEOREM. Given the assumptions Al-A2, x~ is a solution to the prob-
lem(P) if, and only if, there exists a pair of vector (y0, p0) such that 




(i) Suppose that (x0,yO, p0) is a solution to (MS). From the right-
hand inequality of (3~, it follows g(x0)~O. If there were an x in B such that 
f(x)> f(x0), then xEB would imply p0x~p0x0 by (2) and x would be in 
the interior of A(x0), impiying pな＞p0x0. This is a contradiction. Thus, 
x0 is a solution to (P). 
(i) Conversely suppose x0 is a solution to (P). The sets A(x0) and B 
are both nonempty and convex. The interior of A(x0) is nonempty by A2 
and does not intersect with B. Thus, by the first separation theorem, there 
exists a p屏 0for which eq. s (1) and (2) are satisfied. Since any vector x 
such that x>x0 is contained in A(x0), Po::20, The set B contains a positive 
vector by Al, and so pば 0>0.Now form a problem: maximize p0x subject 
to xEB. By a theorem due to Uzawa [10, THEOREM 2], there exists a 
y0ER閉forwhich (3J is satisfied. Q.E.D. 
4. We wish to rewrite the problem (MS) into a more familiar form. 
Let (x0, y0, p0) be a solution triplet to (MS) and let s be an arbitrarily 
assigned positive scalar. Denote A(x0) simply by A. We in addition to Al-
A2 make the following assumptions. 
A3: For any small size of decrement, sx0, at x* on Rら thereexists a 
positive scalar k such that f(x*)-f(x*-sx0)~ks at any x* for 
which f(x0)-s~f(x* ) ~f(x0). 
A4: For any small size of increment, sx0, at x* on R+ there exists a 
positive scalar k'such that f(x*+sx0)-f(x* ) ~k's at any x* for 
which f(x0)~f(x* ) ~f(x0)+s. And for a sufficiently large x on 
R+, large in the sense of the Euclidean norm, there exists a positive 
scalar K such that f(x)~Kp0x. 
Intuitively speaking, these assumptions prohibit too slow and too rapid 
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increasing of f(x) to the direction of x0. By A3-A4, we know that there 
exist positive numbers A and A such that 
(poxo-pox)/ (f(xD)-f(x))~A for xE:A0, and 
(poxo-pox)/(f(xD)-f(x)）$;l for xE:B0, 
where A0 and B0 are the interior of A and B respectively. From these 
inequalities, we have cf(x) -p0咋丞f(x0)-p0x0 for al xE:Rぶ wherec=A 
if xE:A and c＝入 otherwise. For, if x belongs to neither AO nor B0 then 
we obtain pな0-p0x~O~f(x0)-f(x). Add the above inequality side by 
side to the left hand inequality of (3), obtaining cf(x) +y0g(x)~cf(xo)+ 
y0g(x0). Define z0=y0/)., and we have 
f(x) +z0cg(x)~f(xO) +zog(xo)~f(x0) +zg(x0) for al xE:R+ 
and zE:R四，
where now c=A/). if x巳A nad c= 1 otherwise. Note that z0cg(x0) =z0 
g(xO) =0. 
Thus, we can redefine another kind of modified saddle-point problem: 
(MS') Find a triplet (x0, z0, k) such that x0ER+, z0巳R閉， kE:R~, k>O and 
f(x) +z0cg(x)~f(xO) +zog(xo)~f(x0) +zg(x0) for al xE:R+ and 
zE:R乎，
where c=k if xピA(x0)and c = 1 otherwise. 
Now we have 
COROLLARY. Given the assumptions Al-A4, x0 is a solution to (P) if, 
and only if, there exists a pair (z0, k) such that the triplet (x0, 
z0, k) is a solution to (MS'). 
PROOF. The'only if'part has been proved above. The'if'part can be 
proved in a way similar to that of Uzawa [10, THEOREM 1]. Q.E.D. 
5. In economics, it is not rare to suppose that a utility'function or a 
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production function is quasi-concave and satisfies our assumption A2, while 
the constraining functions are concave (often linear) and satisfy the assump-
tion Al. Thus, our propositions can be used to characterize global natures 
of some kind of economic optimum or equilibrium states, without assuming 
the differntiability of functions. For an example of application, see the 
author's note [ 4]. It is also noted that our propositions can be easily 
extended to the case of infinite-dimensional liner topological spaces (refer 
to Hurwicz [6]). 
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